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Look at me

Representation, gender and the body

by Manique Hendricks, junior curator at LIMA

LIMA’s collection includes artworks dating back to early video and performance art

from the 1960s. While researching the LIMA collection, I came across various works

of female artists working with themes as gender, representation and the body and

saw a link with contemporary female, queer and non-binary artists questioning the

same notions in various ways. While researching the collection and it’s history,

focusing on what has not been included or collected, it became clear that the stories

and perspectives on the body and gender theme of, for example, queer artists of

color are not (yet) represented within this collection.

By curating a screening program (LIMA Presents: Representation, Gender and the

Body on 27 October) and by writing this essay I’m questioning to what extent ideas

about body, gender and representation continue to resonate in a digital context of

the 21st century. Who is looking at whose body and through which gaze? What

does it mean to place one's body in the public space (of the internet)? How can

female, non binary and queer people take ownership of their bodies and disrupt the

binary? In this essay, I will underline the link between 1960s and 1970s

performance and video art by female artists focusing on the body and gender, by

the examples of Lydia Schouten and Elodie Pong from the LIMA collection, in

combination with works by Sin Wai Kin, Molly Soda and Lena Kuzmich.
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In the 1960s, artists started using the body more frequently as a medium to express

ideas about identity, gender and sexuality. By altering their bodies, subjecting them

to harsh conditions and enduring performances for example, especially female

artists explored the position of women in society and gender norms through

representations of the body. The body, in this context, is not merely a biological

entity, but a representation, a symbol, a constructed potential site of resistance that

is connected to politics and cultural/social context. Pioneers in the field of video and

performance art like Marina Abramovic, VALIE EXPORT, Yoko Ono and Lydia

Schouten used their bodies as a canvas. Female artists reclaimed control over their

bodies by using them in performances, videos and self portraits among others and

investigated how media images reinforced stereotypes and perpetuated the

idealization of the female form. With the second wave of feminism kicking in, and

shaking up power relations in the world, many female artists felt the urgency and

necessity to regain control over their representation and image in society and

mainstream media. The aim was to present themselves without any mediation and

to question stereotypical ways of representation in art, moving away from the cliche

of the male artist and female model.

The emergence of video art

In the same years of the 1960s video art emerged as new consumer technologies,

and video tape recorders became available. Not only because of their documenting

qualities but also because of its distribution possibilities that didn’t require the

traditional institutional system, many artists turned towards the use of video. For the

production of video works technical knowledge and equipment was necessary,

which was not commonly available in that period:
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“As an alternative to the traditional gallery system, media art distributors came up

with innovative structures in order to sell and distribute these artworks. [...] One

should keep in mind that at that time equipment was rare and expensive; most

artists still had little technical knowledge; academies did not yet teach video or

media art, nor did universities.”1

Grassroots institutes like Montevideo in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, played an

important role in the development of works and artists working with video. At

Montevideo artists were supported with technical consultation and the sharing of

equipment as well as distribution, presentation and production services.

Especially many female artists turned towards the use of video. I quote Laura

Mulvey from the book ‘European Women’s Video Art in the 70s and 80s’:

“Magical coincidence between the appearance of video technology and women’s

urgent need, inspired by early feminism, to find a new mode of expression through

a new kind of art. [...] Feminist film and video were both dedicated to challenging

patriarchal tradition, especially its exploitation of the image of women in art and in

commodity culture.”2

2 Leuzzi, L., Shemilt. E., Partridge, S. European Women’s Video Art in the 70s and 80s, John Libbey
Publishing Ltd, Barnet, 2019.

1 Wijers, Gaby., ‘Taking care of media art in the Netherlands: a brief history’ in: A Critical History of
Media Art in the Netherlands, ed. by Sanneke Huisman and Marga van Mechelen, Jap Sam Books,
2019.
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She also noted that:

“Video had no place in the history of art and gave women artists an unprecedented

freedom. The equipment was easy to use, an artist could handle the camera on

their own and, perhaps even more crucially, the form had not been contaminated by

years or even centuries of male domination.”3

Sex object

In 1979, Dutch performance and visual artist Lydia Schouten shook the (Irish) art

scene with her live performance Sex Object at the Project Arts Centre in Dublin.

She would perform the work again at Galerie Felison in Velsen, the Netherlands

that same year. In a tight, black leather dress and latex hood Schouten was hung

between two metal posts with elastic cables, like a fly trapped in a spider web. With

a whip she repeatedly tries to smash a row of balloons filled with paint on top the

text ‘how does it feel to be a sex object?’ on the wall. The smashing, movement and

pulling forces of the cables eventually took its toll: the artist became overwhelmed

by physical exhaustion during the twenty minute performance. By using her own

body, Schouten literally and figuratively presented herself as a sex object while

adressing power relations, pain and submission.

3 Leuzzi, L., Shemilt. E., Partridge, S. European Women’s Video Art in the 70s and 80s, John Libbey
Publishing Ltd, Barnet, 2019.
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Lydia Schouten, Sex Object, 1979. Still, courtesy LIMA and the artist. LIMA collection.

Cyberfeminism

Just like the emergence of video art in the 60s, a new technological innovation

changed the world forever decades later: the internet. With the birth of the World

Wide Web, the concept that self-expression and self-identification could be

translated to online spaces gained popularity. The internet also changed the way in

which we view and deal with representation and how we present and look at

ourselves and others. Thanks to Australian art collective VNS Matrix, British

philosopher and theorist Sadie Plant,
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African-American sci-fi writer Octavia Butler and Dona Haraway’s iconic text ‘A

Cyborg Manifesto’ among others, the cyberfeminist movement gained momentum in

the nineties. VNS Matrix (Josephine Starrs, Julianne Pierce, Francesca da Rimini,

and Virginia Barratt) published their groundbreaking Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the

21st Century in 1991 by putting it online and on flyers and a giant billboard. They

were the first to coin the term ‘cyberfeminism’  two years before there even was a

decent browser with which to surf the web.4 Haraway, in her essay, imagined a

post-human condition with cyborgs that challenge patriarchal and racial biases. She

also stated that we, as humans using technology as an extension of our own

bodies, are all cyborgs. Sadie Plant, subsequently, linked the works by Donna

Haraway and VNS Matrix with each other in her book Zeroes + Ones: digital women

+ new technoculture that came out in 1997:

“And while the shiny screens of the late twentieth century continued to present

themselves as clean-living products of the straight white lines of a peculiarly

man-made world, Haraway's text excited a wave of subversive female enthusiasm

for the new networks and machines. In the early 1990s, a cyberfeminist manifesto

appeared on an Australian billboard and declared: “The clitoris is a direct line to the

matrix," a line which refers to both the womb-  matrix is the Latin term, just as

hysteria is the Greek--and the abstract networks of communication which were

increasingly assembling themselves.”5

5 Plant, Sadie. Zeroes + Ones: digital women + new technoculture, 1997. p. 59
4 https://rhizome.org/editorial/2016/oct/27/cyberfeminist-worldbuilding/
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Cyberfeminism re-theorized gender, the body and identities in relation to technology

and questioned whether we could use technology to disrupt patriarchal structures

and ideas about gender. Cyberfeminists saw the World Wide Web as a space that

could be an escape from the sexist, social conditions of the physical world.

Separate binaries like man - woman, but also human - animal and natural - artificial

were no longer necessary online within their line of thought.

I refer to cyberfeminism as the umbrella term that is used today and that is

described by Mindy Seu as: “The history of feminism is dominated by Western

attitudes, which makes it complicated and exclusionary. The reason I have chosen

to use the term is because the combination of ‘cyber’ and ‘feminism’ allows novices

to quickly connote its meaning and speaks to its lineage and evolution. This

includes branches like Cyberfeminism 2.0, black cyberfeminism, xenofeminism,

post-cyber feminism, glitch feminism [page "Glitch Feminism" not found],

Afrofuturism, and hackfeministas, transhackfeminism [page "Becoming

machine-witch-plant Gynaecological TransHackFeminism and joyful dystopia" not

found], 넷페미 (netfemi), 女权之声 (feminist voices), among others.”6

The dream of democratization of the Internet may have been the most drastic

change in the run-up to the Web 2.0. Before, the internet was mainly used by a

small group of specialists and technologists (Web 1.0). Web 2.0 enabled people

with an internet connection to post and upload content, share and communicate

with each other.

6 https://cyberfeminismindex.com/about/
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“As the dot-com bubble burst7, so did the techno-utopian dreams of a radical

feminist takeover. Despite the good intentions of the internet’s early adopters, we

now know that misogyny, racism, and bigotry are as prevalent online as they are in

real life. The online world simply replicated the social conditions of the real world,

and in some cases, exacerbated the worst of them by allowing online users

to express themselves anonymously—a characteristic that Cyberfeminists thought

would be liberating but instead has encouraged bullying, chastising, even death

threats.”8

VNS Matrix: All New Gen, screenshot, 1995. Courtesy the artists.
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7 The dot-com bubble burst was a boom that lasted from 1997 to spring 2000. During this boom
companies grew very fast because of their rising stock prices. In 2000 prices collapsed and the
bubble 'popped'.
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The history of video art and cyberfeminism provides a rich context when looking at

contemporary works dealing with themes as gender, representation and the body. It

is through this lens and against this background that I look at the works of

contemporary artists Elodie Pong who addresses the complex image of women in

her work, Sin Wai Kin who questions femme bodies through the art of drag, Molly

Soda who is known for her webcam performances and Lena Kuzmich who explores

views on non-binary and queer bodies in regard to sexuality and love.

Je suis une bombe

In her work, American-Swiss artist Elodie Pong addresses cultural codes, intimacy,

human relationships, gender and sexuality in her work. In Je Suis Une Bombe

(2006) a person in a panda bear costume performs a sensual pole dance for the

viewer. As the dance becomes more intense, the dancer suddenly stops and takes

off its mask. Behind the mask is a woman that starts speaking in front of the camera

“Je suis une bombe, je suis une sex bombe”. She talks about the complex image of

women, female bodies and identity in a powerful but vulnerable manner shifting

between urgency and parody.
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Elodie Pong, Je Suis Une Bombe, 2006. Courtesy LIMA and the artist. LIMA collection.

Drag and the act of looking

British artist Sin Wai Kin uses drag to question ideal images of femme bodies within

systems of looking and technologies of representation. They draw from personal

experience and encounters of wanting and looking. Wai Kin’s work consists of

staged and constructed fictional narratives on the often unsettling experience of

physical presence within contemporary society. In many ways, the performance of

drag itself - which is more than wearing clothing of the ‘opposite’ gender - can be

seen as political activism, as drag challenges and disrupts the binary system while

constructing queer identitites, safe spaces and connecting communities. It opens

the door for various gender identifications outside the heteronormative gender

system through the embodiment of characteristics that can be described as
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‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ that are socially described to cultural norms. Sin Wai Kin

shows that gender identity is not static or fixed, and that drag disrupts, challenges,

obscures and questions gender constructs.

Sin Wai Kin, Tell me everything you saw, and what you think it means, 2018. HD single channel video,

5'38". Courtesy Blindspot Gallery and the artist.

In Tell me everything you saw, and what you think it means (2018) we see the artist

in full drag, while lying atop of luxurious satin and fur. Their pose reminds of

traditional art historical depictions of women in painting like La Grande Odalisque by

Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres or Édouard Manet’s Olympia (1863).
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Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863.

The voiceover in the video continuously asks the viewer to look at the artist:

“Look at her. Look at her eyes. Look at the way she looks at you, looking up through

heavy eyelids, to suggest longing, and at the same time passivity. Look at her. Look

at the way she’s laying there. With her doe eyes, her delicate nose, her round

cheeks, her full lips, her soft breasts, her shining hair which frames her face like a

soft cloud and falls in rich waves that carry your gaze up and down. There for you to

see. She’s there. She’s here.”9

In this work Sin Wai Kin confronts viewers with their gaze and the experience of

being looked at and consumed as an image, especially femme and female bodies.

9 From Sin Wai Kin’s Tell me everything you saw, and what you think it means (2018).
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Part One/She Was More Than the Sum of My Parts (2016) starts with a shot of pink

satin, and while the camera moves towards the artist, Sin Wai Kin, we see their

painted toes in glittery stoned pumps. As the camera moves up their legs the viewer

sees the artist in a pink furry coat, wearing heavy jewelry and a short blonde wig.

But as the camera moves closer, and zooms in on some of the details of Wai Kin’s

outfit and accessories, we see the imperfections of their drag persona: a wonky

eyelash and visible hairline underneath their wig. At the same time, the narrator

talks about a strange event: while reading a fashion magazine, they encounter the

image of someone who looks exactly like them. Fascinated by the extraordinary

resemblance, they look for ways to connect with the image.

Sin Wai Kin, Part One/She Was More Than the Sum of My Parts, 2016. Single-channel video, 3‘ 35“.

Courtesy Blindspot Gallery and the artist.
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Performing on the internet

Contemporary culture is dominated by images of bodies, of ourselves and of others,

floating around in virtual spaces like Instagram, Facebook and Tiktok. With this

condition, the notion of the presentation and representation of the self has become

very important online. Through selfies and other personal content a digital identity

can be constructed. Internet superstar Amalia Soto, better known as Molly Soda,

became famous through her videos and webcam performances on social media

platform Tumblr. Her works researches the technological mediation of contemporary

feminism, mass media and social media culture. She questions what it means to

perform a feminine body online from behind the screen while inviting the viewer for

a peek into her personal world from her bedroom while she tells the stories of

people being raised in the age of the internet, the construction of the self online and

the idealization of the female body. Touch to Play (2017) is one of Soda’s online

videos that includes a webcam performance to the song Good For You by Selena

Gomez. While digital hands appear on the screen that try to tap and swipe, Soda

dances to the music from her bedroom while occasionally looking into the camera of

her computer.
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Molly Soda, Touch To Play, 2017. Courtesy the artist.

Femme, queer and non binary bodies

Lena Kuzmich’s Inside the House of Neverlasting Love (2020) is an exploration on

views on the body, gender and sexuality, derivering from their personal experience

as a non-binary artist. Divided into four chapters, Kuzmich takes the viewer on a

journey through a visually overloaded, cute and campy aesthetic while addressing

objectification of femme, queer and non binary bodies and the way in which our

patriarchal society forces women to sexualize themselves in order to receive love.

Coming from a very personal angle, the work documents the intimate process of

Kuzmich taking ownership of their own body without any conditions. Taking

elements from their childhood, the artist tells the story of their pursuit for love and

appreciation.
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Lena Kuzmich, Inside the House of Neverlasting Love, 2020. Courtesy the artist.

Conclusion

For many decades, female, queer and non-binary artists have challenged gender

norms and ideas about the female, femme, queer and non-binary body. They are

questioning views on representation, questioned body ideals and beauty standards

and disrupted binary ideas about gender in many powerful manners. For me, the

works by Elodie Pong, Sin Wai Kin, Lena Kuzmich and Molly Soda are a new spark

for cyberfeminism in our current times. Just as Donna Haraway envisioned building

and destroying machines, identities and categories, a new generation of artists aim

to incite an accelerated explosion of gender and bodies. It is evident that ideas

about the body, gender and representation continue to resonate in a 21st century

context. The body remains a potential site of resistance that is connected to politics

and cultural/social context up until this day, with artists reclaiming control over their

bodies through art, still investigating stereotypes, representation and idealization. In
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current times, the context of those artistic investigations and interventions has often

shifted towards the public space of the internet. In addition, the scope of

questioning has also shifted. Thanks to philosopher and gender theorist Judith

Butler among others, the notion that gender is a construct and that gender identity

can take many forms has become widely accepted. Ideas about gender,

representation and the body not only continue to resonate today, they take on many

forms against the background of a new context. This also becomes evident in the

work of Sin Wai Kin and Lena Kuzmich, who ask similar questions as the artists in

the 1960s and 1970s like ‘who is looking at whose body and through which gaze?’

and take it further and into the present by also bringing queerness and various

gender identities into discourse.
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